Compliance is a performance management tool

Beyond conformity, Bureau Veritas guides your organization through the use of compliance as a management tool to achieve business continuity and excellence.

Acquisitions & investment projects, assets integrity & life extension, technical competency and coordination of supply chain are all crucial when managing your risk. Communication, smart data collection and processing, lead to continuous improvement of your business process.

Bureau Veritas, a professional QHSE services company. Delivering optimal compliance management in line with your business objectives.
The sea, a context that affects many QHSE* questions

A few examples:

- Checking the structural solidity of works exposed to the sea requires mastering the models that simulate the effect of swell, wind,.... on them.

- Assessing the sustainability of concrete, metallic structures in a maritime context requires a deep experience of physical and chemical effects.

- Evaluating the environmental impact of maritime works is a complex study necessitating understanding the specific ecological and hydrological local context.

On-shore maritime facilities like oil terminals,... are a major stake in many oil and gas projects for safety and environment. They are particularly complex as they combine various expertise, and this is where Bureau Veritas through its experience in marine, oil & gas and construction sectors can bring its clients key added value.

*QHSE: Quality, Health, Safety, Environment*